Pediatric case study and review: is it a conversion disorder?
It is common in health care settings for adolescent patients to report physical symptoms that are unexplained by physical disease or pathophysiologic processes. The diagnosis of conversion disorder is difficult to make as many of these patients present to primary care with complex, difficult-to-understand medical symptoms. Patients can present with a medical dilemma and a symptom model consistent with a conversion disorder, but there is a danger of misdiagnosis without a thorough medical work up. This case report describes a patient where the misdiagnosis of conversion disorder could have had devastating long-lasting neurologic sequelae. It appeared as if an unconscious conflict was being expressed through physical symptoms as she had ongoing family stressors prior to the onset of mysterious symptoms. The patient was found to have a spinal cord arteriovenous malformation. This condition is relatively uncommon in the pediatric age group, and early diagnosis is rarely made.